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Abstract 
Mining frequent pattern itemsets from large datasets is a crucial task in data mining. Utility mining is an emerging area 
where not only the frequency of the items but also the utilities associated with each item is being considered. Utility of an 
itemset is defined by its quantity and profit values. Though the consideration of utilities becomes useful, the identification of 
itemsets becomes tedious when the utilities are over estimated.  In this paper, for reducing such over-estimated utilities of the 
items, some strategies are being proposed. The information about high utility itemsets is sustained in tree structure, which is 
called as the utility pattern tree, from where the utilities of the items are reduced at subsequent stages. Reduction of such 
utilities may lead to the identification of the itemsets with their actual profits. 
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1. Introduction 

Data mining is the process of extracting valid, previously unknown, comprehensible, and potentially 
useful information from large databases and using it to make crucial business decisions. The main aim of data 
mining is to detect hidden patterns or to identify unexpected trends from the databases. Several techniques are 
available for analyzing the databases.  Association rule mining is a most widely known and well researched 
technique in data mining for discovering interesting relations between items in large databases.  

Mining frequent patterns from various databases is one of the important tasks in data mining. Finding 
the itemsets with high profits is a means of mining itemsets from the datasets. Wide range of studies has been 
proposed for mining frequent itemsets from the databases and adopted in various applications. Since the profit 
values and purchased quantities are not considered in frequent itemset identification, the needs of the user could 
not be satisfied. In order to overcome this, a topic called high utility mining was emerged. The goal of high 
utility itemset mining process is to find itemsets that give greater utility greater than or equal to the user 
specified threshold. An itemset is defined as the group of items in a transaction database. The utility of the items 
in the dataset is the combination of internal and external utilities. The internal utility is defined by quantities of 
the items and external utility using profit values. The task of frequent pattern mining is not easy because of 
antimonotonicity property which specifies an itemset is considered to be frequent along with its subsets [1]. This 
problem could be addressed by categorizing the itemsets. Also this method suffers large search space problem 
which becomes a challenge in utility mining. 

2. Related Work 

Association rule learning is a popular research area for identifying strong rules discovered in databases 
using different measures of interestingness. Some relevant methods have been proposed for mining high utility 
itemsets from transaction datasets [6,7,8]. The most commonly known association rule algorithm is Apriori 
algorithm [1]. The main objective of Apriori algorithm is that it can discover frequent itemsets. Scanning of 
database for each candidate itemset generation requires larger memory space and execution time. In order to 
reduce excessive scanning of the databases, Pattern growth-based association rule mining algorithms, such as 
FP-Growth, were proposed [9]. 
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FP- Growth allows frequent itemset discovery without candidate itemset generation. The basic 
functionality of FP tree was to build a compact data structure called the FP- tree using two passes over the 
dataset and extracts frequent itemsets directly from the FP- tree. Though FP- growth has better performance, it 
suffers two limitations:(i)It treats all items with the same price, (ii)In one transaction each item appears in a 
binary (0/1) form, i.e. either present or absent. 

Though the purchased frequencies of items with different profits are being considered, high profit items are 
being purchased rarely. In accordance with consideration of the purchase frequencies for the generation of 
association rules, there might be chances where the high profit items may not be discovered. In order to 
overcome this disadvantage, consideration of weights of the itemsets was desired mandatory. With reference to 
the fact that high profit itemsets have high weights, the supports for high profit itemsets can be increased, such 
that association rules about high profit itemsets can be discovered. The MINWAL algorithm [2] was published 
by C. H. Cai, et.al for weighted association rule mining. MINWAL is also an iteration process similar to that of 
Apriori, so it suffers the same disadvantage of Apriori i.e. could not reduce the number of scans to the database. 

Dynamic counting technique [3] was explored by Brin, et.al, allows candidates of various sizes to be 
counted at the same time in each pass which results in the reduced number of passes through the database. 
Based on the idea of DIC, an algorithm called WARM [4] was proposed. The basic idea of WARM was to add 
the itemsets of transaction to Item Sequence Sets after scanning and to identify the support counts of all its 
subsets, whose count values satisfy the minimum support, which can be added onto Frequent Sequence Sets. 
When compared to that of MINWAL and weighted FP-tree, WARM has i.e. in terms of different number of 
items and the execution time. Although weighted association rule mining specifies the importance of weights of 
items, items’ quantities in transactions were not considered, which motivated the study on high utility itemset 
mining. The goal of high utility itemset mining is to identify high utility itemsets that drive a large portion of the 
total utility. On account of frequencies and profits, an algorithm was proposed, namely, the Two Phase 
algorithm [5].The main objective of the Two-Phase algorithm is to efficiently prune the number of candidates 
and precisely obtain the complete set of high utility itemsets. The algorithm consists of two phases. Phase I was 
to maintain Transaction-weighted Downward Closure Property. In phase II, One database scan is performed in 
Phase II to prune down high utility itemsets. This algorithm requires fewer database scans, less memory space 
and less computational cost. Although two-phase algorithm reduces search space by using TWDC property, it 
might still generates too many candidates to obtain High Transaction Weighted Utility Itemsets and requires 
multiple database scans. In order to avoid generation of more number of candidates, Li proposed a strategy 
called isolated items discarding strategy (IIDS) [6] to reduce the number of candidates. Since the isolated items 
discarding strategy requires too many scans to the database and also to generate HTWUI efficiently, a tree-based 
algorithm was proposed, which was called as, high utility pattern for incremental databases (IHUP) [7]. The 
information about itemsets and their utilities should be maintained in a tree-based structure called IHUP-Tree.  

Though IHUP [8] achieves a better performance than IIDS and Two-Phase, it still produces too many 
HTWUIs in phase I. Such a large number of HTWUIs will degrade the mining performance in phase I in terms 
of execution time and memory consumption. On account of generation of overestimated HTWUIs in phase I, 
performance of phase II was also affects substantially. In order to avoid the misidentification of HTWUI, V.S. 
Tseng, et.al proposed an algorithm called UP Growth [10] in which the number of generated candidates can be 
highly reduced by reducing the utilities in each subsequent stages. Thus potentially high utility itemsets are 
identified. Though this becomes an advantage still the algorithm suffers due to the identification of utility values 
which is not nearer to the actually required profit value. So to overcome this disadvantage, some strategies are 
being proposed to still reduce the over-estimated utilities.                                                                                                                                       

3. Adaptive Utility Pattern Growth 

The Utility Pattern Growth is an algorithm for generate high utility itemsets consisting of two phases. 
In phase I, the global Utility Pattern tree is being generated with the identification of Potentially High Utility 
itemsets. The node utilities of the each item in the dataset are to be calculated along with the calculation of profit 
and support count. In phase II, the local utilities of the items are calculated to identify the actual utility of each 
item in the dataset.      
3.1 Utility Pattern Data structure 
The framework for Utility Pattern data structure consists of  
 

(i) Calculation transaction utilities and transaction weighted utilities 
(ii)Reducing the non-frequent items  
(iii) Reducing the global utilities of the items.    
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The basic functionalities are: 
(i) Transaction Utility (TU):  Utility of items in a particular transaction  
(ii)Transaction weighted Utility (TWU): Sum of all transaction utilities of all transactions containing a 
particular item  

3.1.1 Discarding global unpromising items 

Given a transaction dataset D and user specified minimum utility threshold min_util, Transaction 
Utility and Transaction-Weighted Utility of each single item is also accumulated.  An item is called a promising 
item if TWU greater than or equal to min_util. Otherwise, it is called an un promising item. Without loss of 
generality, an item is also called a promising item if its overestimated utility is no less than min_util. Otherwise; 
it is said to be an unpromising item. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Discarding global unpromising items Strategy  

3.1.2 Diminishing global node utilities 
 
  By applying this strategy, the utilities of the nodes that are closer to the root of a global UP-Tree are 
further reduced. While processing this strategy, the node utility of each item is identified. The node utility is 
calculated by multiplying the profit values with the quantity of the item in that particular transaction.  When the 
current node utility value is greater than the newly obtained node utility value, then the newly obtained value is 
replaced with the current value. 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Diminishing global node utilities Strategy  
 

Diminishing Global Node utilities is especially suitable for the databases containing lots of long 
transactions. 

3.2 Utility Pattern Growth 

The Utility Pattern Growth algorithm can be made effective by making the threshold value. Initially a 
fixed minimum support is being used to start the mining process and then the minimum support is made 
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adaptive either by reducing by half or doubling depending on the number of rules produced and the range in 
number of rules wanted. The higher level description of our algorithm is as follows: 

Given a minimum confidence and the number of rules wanted 

• Set the initial minimum support based on heuristics i.e., by taking of the average of the profit values 
in the given dataset  

• Mine association rules until the number of rules produced falls within the range by adjusting the 
minimum support and running the mining process again. 

 This process is repeated until the desired set of highly utilized items are obtained.  

3.2.1 Discarding local unpromising items 

This strategy is used to identify the local unpromising nodes from the global UP tree and to eliminate 
them to form the local Utility Pattern tree.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3 Discarding local unpromising items Strategy 

The node utility of the item with least TWU is calculated and if it satisfies the minimum threshold then 
the paths from this particular node are being traced along with their utilities. From the paths traced, the path 
utility of each local item is calculated. If the path utility value of any local item is lesser than the minimum 
threshold, then, eliminate it and reduce the path utility of that particular item from all the paths where it is 
available.  

3.2.2 Diminishing local node utilities  

 In this strategy, the node utilities of the high utility items are recalculated. The utility values of the 
nodes are calculated in accordance with descendant’s nodes i.e., the utilities of the nodes nearer to the root node 
are localized by reducing the utilities of the very next item in the re-organized transaction dataset. Finally, the 
local UP-tree is generated with items with their utilities nearer to that of the actual utilities. 

.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Diminishing local node utilities Strategy 
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4. Experimental Evaluation 

The experiments were performed on a 2.67 GHz Intel Pentium D Processor with 3.5 GB memory. The 
operating system is Microsoft Windows 7. The algorithm was implemented in Java language. Adaptive UP 
Growth  is used to identify the highly utilized items. The transaction dataset is of maximum size 10 and the 
average no of frequent itemsets could be identified is 6. The performance of this algorithm is measured in terms 
itemsets identification in the transactional datasets. The one important consideration is based on the profit of 
each item in the dataset.  Since the information is maintained in the tree-structure, the no of scans to the dataset 
can be reduced efficiently. The tree should be formed based on the principle of FP- Growth. However, the 
utilities of the items are reduced at each subsequent stage and so frequency of itemsets could be recognized 
effectively.  
One another critical issue is to misidentification of itemsets to have higher profits. This occurs due to the 
overestimation of utilities. This issue is overcome by calculating the path and node utilities which will localize 
the utility of each item in the dataset. 

5. Conclusion  

In this paper, several novel strategies has been proposed by utilizing a tree structure for storing 
essential information about frequent patterns for mining high utility itemsets. Greater efficiency in mining high 
utility patterns can be realized by implementing the above two important concepts. One is the construction of 
the UP-tree and the other one is the mining of utility itemsets from the UP-tree. The UP-tree based pattern 
mining utilizes the pattern growth method to avoid the costly generation of a large number of candidate sets and 
reduces the over-estimated utilities dramatically. The future work would focus on the different issues of 
reducing over-estimated utilities with reference to the external utilities. 
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